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FISITA is the international membership organisation that supports
the automotive and mobility systems sector in its quest to advance
technological development. Having delivered against this mission for
every generation of engineers since 1948, we are uniquely placed to
promote excellence in mobility engineering and the development of
safe, sustainable and affordable mobility solutions.
Since creation, FISITA has seen significant growth in influence
and relevance. Today our network of Member Societies and
Corporate Members extend a reach to over 210,000 engineers in
37 countries, placing us at the heart of the industry and enabling
members to connect with each other, network, share technological
advancements and collaborate in a pre-competitive environment.
FISITA facilitates dialogue between engineers and industry,
governments, academia, and environmental and standards
organisations, across all areas of automotive and mobility
systems technology. Achieved through organising and delivering
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internationally-acclaimed technical events, including the World
Automotive Congress, the World Automotive Summit, the newlycreated FISITA PLUS conference and EuroBrake, the world’s largest
braking technology conference; as well as endorsing the significant
events run by our Member Societies.
The FISITA Roadmap to 2020 strategic engagement plans see our
organisation’s continued investment in the next generation of
engineers through the ‘Your Future in Automotive’ initiative, the
long-term ‘Engineer 2030’ project and ‘International Work Experience
Programme’, while our recently formed Industry Committee is
pioneering our strategic tracking of the evolving mobility sector
through the FISITA Eco-System mapping project – ensuring that our
organisation continues to deliver leadership and a relevant community
to this and future generations of engineers.
Engineers create solutions, FISITA continues to support them to do so.
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Welcome to the FISITA
Annual Review of 2016

2016 was another proactive and productive year for FISITA, with
significant progress made in all areas of the organisation from
events and conferences, to the excellent work of our committee
volunteers. We continue to deliver on the FISITA business and
development plans and as the organisation evolves in a rapidly
changing landscape, we have so many people around the world to
thank who play their part in the continuing success of FISITA.
FISITA 2016 was a terrific achievement for which we should congratulate
our friends and colleagues from the Korean Society of Automotive
Engineers in coordinating and delivering such a great event. They
attracted hundreds of engineers and stakeholders to Busan, South
Korea for the World Automotive Congress and contributed to the overall
success of the event.
Our other international events continue to successfully provide exclusive
and valuable platforms for the engineering community. Two of these
events leveraging our technical leadership in 2016 include the World
Automotive Summit - delivering an insightful and challenging two-day
agenda around automotive sector disruption, held in Silicon Valley and
EuroBrake - held in Milan, Italy once again demonstrating why it is the
world’s largest braking technology conference.
FISITA 2016 culminated with the traditional handover of FISITA Presidency,
as Paul Mascarenas concluded his motivating two-year contribution by
welcoming Dan Nicholson of General Motors to the role for 2016 - 2018,
with Tsinghua University’s Dr. Franz Zhao becoming President Elect. Frank
has already begun working together with Dan and Paul in a strategic
planning to ensure a consistent vision, organizational development and
delivery of plans through the transitional periods.

From a corporate governance perspective, the structure of the FISITA
group was clarified with support from Executive Board for Paul
Mascarenas to become Chairman of FISITA (UK) Ltd. from 1 January 2017.
Paul has worked productively in establishing a board with objective
delivery criteria to ensure the FISITA head office team is provided with
the correct mix of support and scrutiny required to ensure a sustainable,
efficient and effective business operation on behalf of the broader FISITA
community.
These appointments and plans are intended to ensure that our wonderful
organisation remains fit for purpose and relevant to serve the needs of
the evolving industry around us - just as the organisation has done many
times, over the last seven decades.
As the traditional automobile manufacturing industry of the last 100 years
and more evolves into the mobility service industry of the future, we are
all required to move out of our comfort zone and acknowledge that our
organisation must change; these changes are and will be happening
rapidly.
With this, our products, services and engagement with members will
also evolve – allowing FISITA to continue to be relevant and progressive;
a truly international membership organisation of the mobility systems
engineering community.
As we move forward we intend to collaborate even more with our
members, listen to them and their members and, as custodians of FISITA,
demonstrate the leadership required to continue the rich history of FISITA
as a relevant and successful organisation.
Engineers create solutions, FISITA continues to support them to do so.

Dan Nicholson, 		
President 2016-2018		

Chris Mason,
Chief Executive
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FISITA World
Automotive Congress

The 36th FISITA World Automotive Congress, organised by
FISITA and the Korean Society of Automotive Engineers (KSAE)
was held in Busan, Korea and welcomed over 1,800 industry
experts, engineers and executives from 33 countries to consider
‘Creative Thinking for Future Automobiles’.
The comprehensive technical programme comprised 500 presentations,
bringing together the best papers from each of the engineering fields
explored at the Congress, from the world’s leading figures in industry
and academia. Programme highlights included two well-attended
Plenary Sessions, which attracted significant audience discussion, as
well as a number of Executive Tracks and forums, that were organised by
Congress sponsors.
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FISITA 2016 featured a number of programmes and initiatives specially
designed for students and young engineers, allowing them to present
papers and share ideas with their peers: the Student Congress, Travelling
Fellowship and Islands of Excellence. We're pleased to report that those
who took part made some valuable industry connections and lifelong
friends - a reunion is already being planned.
At the Closing Ceremony, the FISITA Presidency Baton was passed on by
Paul Mascarenas OBE, FISITA President 2014–2016 to Dan Nicholson, Global
Propulsion Systems Vice President at General Motors, who will lead the
organisation through to the FISITA 2018 World Automotive Congress in
Chennai, organised by FISITA and SAEINDIA.

“FISITA 2016 provided us with a great
opportunity to represent the developments
at TUI, and to find new industry contacts,
which is really important for us. Thank you
for giving us such an excellent opportunity.”
Dzmitry Savitski,
Islands of Excellence participant
Technische Universität Ilmenau (TUI)
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FISITA World
Automotive Summit

The 7th annual FISITA World Automotive Summit took place
in Silicon Valley, United States, in November where over 100
technical leaders from around the world gathered to participate
in this exclusive event.
For 2016, the Programme Committee created an agenda based around
the theme, ‘Leading Disruption in the Automotive Industry'. During
the two-day Summit, delegates received 15 innovative and inspiring
presentations from a range of respected individuals and organisations
from automotive and other industries including Facebook, Ford, GM,
Stanford University, Toyota, U.S. Department of Energy and the California
Air Resources Board.
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New to the Summit, a World Café concept was introduced this year, in
order to allow more peer-to-peer dialogue and creative collaboration. This
generated excellent discussion and debate while the inclusion of a graphic
artist enabled us to record discussions using a visual approach.
As part of the social programme, delegates were taken to the world leading
research and teaching institution, Stanford University, where they dined
at the famous Faculty Club. On the second night, Summit attendees were
taken to the Computer History Museum, at the heart of Silicon Valley,
where they attended a strolling drinks reception and received the Closing
Remarks from the Museum President & Chief Executive Officer, John C
Hollar and a fabulous insight into technological advancement with Pamela
Fletcher, Executive Chief Engineer at General Motors.

“It was a pleasure to speak at FISITA’s
World Automotive Summit in Silicon
Valley. Our industry is transforming at
an unprecedented pace. It was great to
experience FISITA’s continued support of
the engineering community to connect and
collaborate in order to maintain this period
of rapid innovation.”
Pamela Fletcher,
Executive Chief Engineer,
General Motors
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EuroBrake 2016

In May, the success of the world's largest braking and friction
technology conference continued in Milan, Italy as over 1,200
delegates gathered for the EuroBrake 2016 technical programme
and exhibition.
This annual event, organised by FISITA, has become a must-attend date
in the braking community's calendar. EuroBrake brings together leading
brake engineers, scientists, academics and industry experts for three days of
technical presentations, panels and networking events.
Now in its fifth year, EuroBrake has grown to become the world’s largest
technical event of its kind, featuring a significant technical programme
consisting of 27 technical sessions and over 140 technical presentations,
while almost 100 international organisations also took part in the
exhibition. EuroBrake attracted delegates from the industries of passenger
cars, commercial vehicles, rail, aerospace and academia.
The event also played host to the EuroBrake Student Innovation
Competition, where finalists were asked to present their vision of vehicle
braking systems with regards to autonomous driving. This year the judging
panel identified two winners, who each received EUR 500 in prize money
and were recognised at the Gala Dinner in front of an audience of 800
people:
Oussama Erraji,
Polytechnic University of Turin:
Advanced systems for autonomous
driving vehicles

Hamidreza Mirtaheri,
Polytechnic University of Turin:
Hydraulic regenerative braking system
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“Experts from all over the world came
together in 2016 and I was overwhelmed
by this great success. EuroBrake has
become the industry's get-together where
all the major trends are being discussed.”
Dr. Peter Rieth
Senior Vice President, Systems
& Technology
Continental AG
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Education activities 2016

FISITA’s diverse range of education initiatives encourage students
and young engineers around the world to showcase their ideas,
learn from their peers and industry experts and build confidence in
their automotive engineering abilities - inspiring the engineers of
the future to develop skills, knowledge and a passion for mobility
solutions.
2016 saw YourFutureInAutomotive.com become incorporated within
fisita.com to bring it in line with the new FISITA branding and website.
This section of the website continued to grow in terms of information
and visitors through 2016 and is considered a valuable and trustworthy
resource for students and young people. Advice, information and guidance
is available for young people learning about STEM subjects at school,
through to students, graduates and young engineers focused on pursuing
their passion for automotive engineering.
Unique site visits to the website increased by 30%, applications and awards
for the FISITA Travel Bursary continued to rise and the success of the EuroBrake
Student Innovation Competition and the Student Congress at FISITA 2016
serve to demonstrate that FISITA’s reach is extending further around the world,
guiding more students and young people towards choosing automotive and
mobility systems engineering as their destination career.
The FISITA Travel Bursary continued to receive applications from students
attending placements around the world:
n		FISITA Travel Bursary has awarded over EUR 295,000 to more
than 250 students from over 35 countries who have carried out
placements at over 135 companies around the world
n		In 2016 FISITA received 40 Bursary applications
n		In 2016 FISITA awarded Bursaries to 26 applicants
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Our International University Guide expanded to include over 550
engineering courses at 240 universities around the world and will continue
to increase as more courses are updated, developed and added.
Under the banner ‘Inspire to Aspire’ FISITA developed its education
enterprise and we successfully launched the Friend for Life initiative and
the Work Experience Programme in 2016. The Friend for Life initiative is an
online international engineering community bringing together students,
academics and industry professionals from around the world to network,
share ideas and learn from one another.
The Work Experience Programme was launched as a benefit to our
Corporate Members whereby FISITA support and promote their work
experience placements and internships to the student members of our
Member Societies. Placements have been promoted with Adient, Applus
IDIADA, Bosch, Maserati and Test World Oy.
As one of the world’s leading advocates for careers in automotive
engineering, FISITA sustains the drive to encourage the best and brightest
minds to join our developing industry through our education resources
and established links with leading automotive and mobility companies.
The Academic Advisory Board (AAB) was set up with a group of founding
members from international universities and academic institutions. The
AAB will work towards development and delivery of the Engineer 2030
initiative in collaboration with the Industry Committee and is committed to
supporting the growth and success of the FISITA education activities whilst
providing a link and dialogue between FISITA and academia.
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“The Travel Bursary offered by FISITA is of great
help for student engineers and young scientists
when taking part in a work placement abroad.
Overall, my work placement at Chalmers
University of Technology was a great experience
allowing me to extend my technical knowledge
and life skills. I am very grateful to FISITA for
awarding me the Travel Bursary.”
Vadiraj Patil
Delft University of Technology,
Netherlands
“I sincerely appreciate such a great opportunity
to carry out research work and experience in
Germany - the most developed automotive
industry in the world. Thank you so much for
the chance to apply my theoretical knowledge,
which I got at the university of Applied Science,
Osnabrueck.”
Olga Merzliakova
Moscow Polytechnic University,
Russia

Your Future in Automotive.com
at a glance:
Unique page views

161,000
35% increase
in unique visitors
between 2015 and 2016
Top three pages:
What does an auto engineer do?
YFIA homepage
International University Guide
Top site visitors by country:

UNITED STATES
INDIA
UNITED KINGDOM
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Finance

Member Societies

FISITA has achieved another successful year with positive financial
performance, in-line with Board and business plan expectations
across the business. This report is an extract from the Director’s
Report and Financial Statements for the year ended 31 December
2016, a full copy of which is available upon request.

Our network of 37 Member Societies represents a growing community
of over 210,000 automotive engineers, spread across five continents.
These engineering societies represent the interests of their members
and help to disseminate and share automotive technology, both locally
within their country of operation and to an international audience.

FISITA (UK) Limited
Detailed Trading and Profit and Loss Account for the year ended
31 December 2016
Financial year

2016

2015

1,320,195

1,096,317

(1,345,049)

(1,065,968)

Operating profit

(24,854)

30,349

Interest receivable

(13,247)

(2,127)

Investment income

45,441

11,834

Profit for the year

£7,340

£40,056

Turnover
Less overheads
Operating costs

FISITA Limited
Detailed Trading and Profit and Loss Account for the year ended
31 December 2016
Financial year

2016

2015

38,983

35,093

Operating costs

(7,160)

(9,206)

Operating profit

31,823

25,887

Interest receivable

48,860

9,081

Profit for the year

£80,683

£34,968

Turnover
Less overheads
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Corporate Members
Leaders from many of the most influential companies within
the global automotive mobility industry are FISITA Corporate
Members. They work with FISITA in support of our mission to
develop safe, sustainable and affordable mobility solutions and
promote the global professional development of engineers.
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FISITA organisation

Vision

Executive Board (As of 1 September 2016)

Promoting excellence in mobility engineering

President and Chairman

Daniel E. Nicholson

P.E. General Motors Corporation, United States

President-Elect

Dr. Frank Zhao

Tsinghua University, China

Immediate Past President

Paul A. Mascarenas OBE

FISITA, United Kingdom

Past President

Dr. Li Jun

FAW Group Corporation R&D Center, China

Chief Executive

Chris Mason

FISITA, United Kingdom

Vice President Americas

Murli Iyer

SAE International, United States

Vice President Asia

Takao Kubozuka

Society of Automotive Engineers of Japan Inc., Japan

Vice President Europe

Dr.-Ing. Carles Grasas

Applus IDIADA, Spain

Vice President Education

Ludek Hyncik

University of West Bohemia, Czech Republic

Vice President Internal Relations

Amelie Gong

SAE China, China

Vice President Technical

Dr. Thomas Johnen

GM, Germany

Vice President Finance

Dr. David Schutt

SAE International, United States

Delegate General & Treasurer

Dipl.-Ing. Remi Bastien

Renault Nissan, France

Vice President Strategic Planning

Dr.-Ing Karl Siebertz

Ford Research & Advanced Engineering, Germany

Vice President Industry

Hiroaki Okuchi

Toyota, Japan

Mission
To promote knowledge sharing among stakeholders in a
way that positively contributes to the development of safe,
sustainable and affordable mobility solutions and helps guide
the future direction of the global automotive engineering
profession.
Objectives
Promote the active co-operation and information exchange
with and between member societies, working with them to
develop and deliver added value products and services for
their individual members
Provide recognised leadership in global automotive
engineering and interface with other mobility related activities
Support the continuing professional development of
automotive engineers
Support the education, training and international experience
of students and young engineers to meet the need of the
industry
Raise profile of FISITA with all stakeholder groups
Ensure an effectively managed organisation with sufficient
and sustainable resources
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Contact Details
FISITA,
29, M11 Business Link
Stansted
CM24 8GF
UK
Phone: 		
Web: 		
Email: 		

+44 (0) 1279 883 470
www.fisita.com
info@fisita.com

Connect with us
Facebook: www.facebook.com/FISITA.official
Twitter:
www.twitter.com/FISITAhq
LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/company/fisita

FISITA Organisation

FISITA MEMBER
SOCIETIES

FISITA HONORARY
COMMITTEE

COUNCIL

INTERNAL RELATIONS
COMMITTEE

FINANCE
COMMITTEE

EXECUTIVE
BOARD

TECHNICAL
COMMITTEE

EDUCATION
COMMITTEE

CHEIF EXECUTIVE
AND STAFF
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